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ABSTRACT 

The market for high speed camera chips, or image sensors, has experienced rapid 

growth over the past decades owing to its broad application space in security, biomedical 

equipment, and mobile devices. CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) 

technology has significantly improved the performance of the high speed camera chip by 

enabling the monolithic integration of pixel circuits and on-chip analog-to-digital 

conversion. However, for low light intensity applications, many CMOS image sensors have 

a sub-optimum dynamic range, particularly in high speed operation. Thus the requirements 

for a sensor to have a high frame rate and high fill factor is attracting more attention. 

Another drawback for the high speed camera chip is its high power demands due to its high 

operating frequency. Therefore, a CMOS image sensor with high frame rate, high fill factor, 

high voltage range and low power is difficult to realize.  

This thesis presents the design of pixel circuit, the pixel array and column readout 

chain for a high speed camera chip. An integrated PN (positive-negative) junction 

photodiode and an accompanying ten transistor pixel circuit are implemented using a 0.18 

µm CMOS technology. Multiple methods are applied to minimize the subthreshold 

currents, which is critical for low light detection. A layout sharing technique is used to 

increase the fill factor to 64.63%. Four programmable gain amplifiers (PGAs) and 10-bit 

pipeline analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are added to complete on-chip analog to 

digital conversion. The simulation results of extracted circuit indicate ENOB (effective 

number of bits) is greater than 8 bits with FoM (figures of merit) =0.789. The minimum 

detectable voltage level is determined to be 470μV based on noise analysis. The total power 
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consumption of PGA and ADC is 8.2mW for each conversion. The whole camera chip 

reaches 10508 frames per second (fps) at full resolution with 3.1mm x 3.4mm area.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The image sensor market is experiencing rapid growth during the past decades owing 

to its broad applications in security, biomedical equipment, mobile phone and 

environmental monitoring. It is expected to reach 17.5 billion by 2020, at a compound 

annual growth rate of 10.30% between 2015 and 2020 [1]. Different imaging systems 

present different demands on the image sensor. The optical molecular imaging system, an 

emerging imaging application, require high speeds [2]. The image sensor which achieves 

over 250 frames per second or more than 1/1,000 image exposures is applied to observe 

the high speed phenomena or track fast-moving objects.  

Most image sensors are either semiconductor charge-coupled devices (CCD) or a 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) type. Invented in 1969 by Boyle and 

Smith[3], in the last century the CCD used to be the most popular image sensor technology. 

However, with the development of lithography technologies, the CMOS image sensor has 

gradually began to dominate the market as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 CMOS vs CCD Image Sensor Dollar Volumes [4]. 
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Compared to the CCD sensor, the CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) has the advantages of 

lower cost, higher speed [5], higher power efficiency[6], monolithically integration[7] and 

ability to avoid blooming and smearing effects, which always appear in a CCD sensor. 

Fabricated in standard CMOS technology, the sensor is allowed to be integrated with 

readout and signal processing circuits at a low cost. Moreover, taking advantage of CMOS 

scaling, the CIS is able to achieve higher image quality, flexible functionality and better 

global shuttering performance because of the more transistors in each pixel. These make it 

possible for CIS to implement high speed image sensor with good performance.  

1.1 Elements of Camera Chip 

Even though applied to various imaging systems, image sensors have almost the same 

basic structure: (1) the pixel array, which completes the conversion from photons to 

electrons, (2) timing and control signals, including row and column selection circuits, and 

(3) the readout chain, built with analog-to-digital converters (ADC). Figure 2 illustrates the 

typical topology of the image sensor, which is implemented in this thesis. 

 
Figure 2 Typical Structure of Image Sensor 
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The photodiode, which located at each pixel location, is the light sensitive component. 

It absorbs the energy of photons or charged particles and then the transferred electrons 

result in the voltage drop across the photodiode with respect to the bias voltage. Other 

transistors in the pixel realize the function of resetting photodiode bias voltage and 

buffering the decreased photodiode voltage. Timing and control circuits pass the specific 

pixel voltage to the readout chain. The voltage is sampled and digitized through the ADC 

and then sent out for further processing.  

1.1.1 Pixel 

Pixels are divided into two types, active pixel sensors (APS) and passive pixel sensors 

(PPS). An APS has more transistors to buffer and amplify the signal, which solves the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) problem of PPS. Therefore, the APS is currently the more 

common pixel type. There are several kinds of APS types including: photodiode, photogate, 

logarithmic APS, pinned diode, and capacitive trans-impedance amplifier APS (CTIA 

APS).  

The high speed image sensor needs to provide fast image acquisition. In other words, 

pixels should have characteristics of no smear, no blooming and low lag [5]. As mentioned 

above, the CIS does not suffer from smear and blooming effects. Image lag is defined as 

the presence of information from previous frame [8]. Low lag is required to capture objects 

or phenomena when changing scenes rapidly. 

The pinned photodiode APS does not produce image lag in principle. However, the 

large resistance of the fully depleted region will generate delay so that the charge will be 

left behind in diode rather than transferred [9]. The photogate APS also suffers from image 

lag. The capacitances of bridging diffusion have an effect on image lag, but the output is 
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limited to shot noise [9]. However, the image lag of photodiode APS is suppressed by both 

hard reset and soft reset [9]. Therefore, the photodiode type APS is the best choice for 

design presented in this thesis.  

The photodiode APS should be reset between two frames to avoid image lag. There 

are two modes of reset. Rows of pixels are sequentially exposed to light and then reset from 

top to bottom with a rolling shutter. In global shutter mode, rows of pixels are exposed to 

the light and then reset simultaneously. Figure 3 depicts the operation of two reset modes.  

Time
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Figure 3 Rolling shutter vs Global Shutter 

The rolling shutter is not appropriate for a high speed sensor since the image will 

change significantly during the different exposure time. The synchronized shutter helps 

capture images simultaneously across the array. High speed sensors require short 

integration time. Integration time is the time delay between resetting the row and reading 

the row. The integration time of global shutter is always short, but the rolling shutter can 

be varied [10].  

1.1.2 Pixel Selection 

The shift register is used to make a selection and usually only one pixel is selected 

each time. However, multiple pixels are often required to be selected. Summing 

neighboring pixels into large pixel is known as pixel binning, as shown in Figure 4. The 
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benefits of pixel binning are high signal to noise ratio (SNR), high frame rate and flexible 

resolution. 

 
Figure 4 Full resolution vs 2x2 pixel binning[11] 

Pixel binning always happens among neighbor pixels in a matrix. For a  2x2 matrix 

bin resolution is decrease by 2 both in x and y directions. If the image sensor has 2x3 pixel 

binning, the resolution is decreased by 2 in horizontal direction and by 3 in the vertical 

direction. Binning can be accomplished by software, especially at low-light levels [12]. For 

pixel binning, there is an inherent tradeoff between  resolution for sensitivity. Moreover, 

binning support high frame rates owing to less pixel information required.  

1.1.3 Readout Chain 

The readout chain has different readout operation modes for exposure and reset. The 

frame rate is defined by how quick the readout process of whole pixels can be completed. 

In order to accelerate the frame rate with rolling shutter, each individual row of pixels is 

exposed to light after previous readout is complete. As a consequence, each row has the 

same exposure time and readout time, but starts at the different point, allowing for 

overlapping exposure. However, spatial distortion still occurs in a high speed applications 

even with short exposure times [10]. The rolling readout operation and global readout 

operation are illustrated in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Rolling Readout vs global Readout 

Rather than begin reading information at different time point, global shutter readout 

starts at the same time point and pixel information is read out row by row from top to 

bottom. This is beneficial for reducing the time delay across the frame, eliminating the 

spatial aberration and avoiding overlapping while switching channels[10]. The images of 

fast moving objects using two readout modes are illustrated in Figure 6. It is obvious that 

global readout image has better image quality while motion blur appears in rolling readout 

image.  

 
Figure 6 Image of fast moving object with rolling and global readout[13] 

1.2 Motivation 

The high speed image sensor is very useful for our daily lives. For example, for 

automotive applications it is able to realize collision avoidance [14], crash observation [15], 

airbag control [16] and pre-crash sensing [17]. Human beings are much safer during the 

trip when their vehicle is being continuously monitored. Life science also needs high speed 
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image sensors [18-20]. Fast biological activities, such as muscle contraction, can be 

observed and analyzed through high speed imaging. As for industry, high speed sensors 

helps investigate the manufacturing process that cannot be seen by eyes, such as fluid or 

gas flow [21]. Moreover, the most common applications, TV and broadcasting system, use 

high speed image sensors to provide ultra-slow motion of some activities that cannot be 

tracked by eyes. People must be familiar with the Hawk-Eye in tennis and bullet time in 

the movie “the Matrix.” 

Several high speed image sensors have been reported since last century. A 128x128 

photogate CMOS image sensor with 0.5μm process was reported in 1998 [22]. The frame 

rate reaches 400 per second and the exposure time is 75μm. N. Stevanovic and M. 

Hillebrand proposed a high speed CMOS camera in 2000 [23]. More than a 1K frame rate 

is achieved and a global shutter is implemented in each pixel. A 48K frame rate CMOS 

image sensor for real-time 3D sensing and motion detection was reported by Yoshimura, 

T. Sugiyama, K. Yonemoto and K. Ueda in 2001[24]. A 192x124 pixel array with 12bits 

digital output was realized. Since then, the pixel array density and readout speed has 

continued to improve.  

A 128x128 pixel array with 1620 frame rate was developed in 2005 by Yukinobu 

Sugiyama, Munenori Takumi, Haruyoshi Toyoda, [25]. It was able to capture the image of 

a moving car at speed of 144km/h. In 2007, Masanori Furuta, Yukinari Nishikawa, and 

Toru Inoue reported an image sensor with  512x512 pixels [26]. The chip was fabricated 

in 0.25μm and reached 3500 frame rate. A high speed, 1300fps, 3.7M pixel CMOS image 

sensor(5 Gpixels/s) was proposed in 2015 [27]. The readout rate was improved by the novel 
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readout circuit with slew enhancement and a combination of interleaving and correlated 

double sampling (CDS) techniques.  

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the different CIS designed mentioned above. 

It is seen that high speed image sensors often have a low fill factor. Fill factor represents 

the effective photosensitive area in each pixel. High fill factor has the ability to detect the 

low light signal. This thesis presents a high speed CMOS image sensor design with high 

fill factor and resolution. The chip is fabricated in a 0.18m CMOS process.  

Table 1 Summary of Image Sensors 

REF TECH Frame 

Rate 

fps 

Array 

Size 

Pixel 

Area 

FF  Chip Area ADC 

bits 

Power 

[24] 0.35m 48.8k 192x124 46.4m 

x 

54.0m 

25% 11.98mm x  

9.24mm 

12b 1.6W~2

W 

[25] 0.6m 2.4k 128x128 20.0m 

x 

20.0m 

44% 13.0mm  

x  

14.3mm 

 450mW

@125 

fps 

[26] 0.25m 3.5k 512x512 20.0m 

x 

20.0m 

40% 17.0mm  

x  

12.0mm 

12b 1W 

@3.5k 

fps 

[27] 0.15m 1.3k 2560 

x1440 
6.0m x 

6.0m 

 15.3mm  

x  

8.6mm 

8b  

This 

Work 
0.18m 10.5k 96 x 96 20.0m 

x 

20.0m 

64% 3.4mm  

x  

3.1mm 

8b  

1.3 Organization 

 Chapter two introduces the individual pixel circuit used in this thesis. Noise sources 

and techniques for eliminating noise are analyzed. The details of the10T architecture and 

performance are presented. The simulation results demonstrate that the pixel circuits have 

high filler factor, high speed and low leakage. Chapter three discusses the pixel array 

structure and shift register applied for this design. The basic components of the shift 

register are discussed. Chapter four focuses on the readout chain. Different levels of 
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readout chains are discussed first. The column level readout chain including a 

programmable gain amplifier (PGA) and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is 

demonstrated as the best choice. Each element of ADC and PGA is analyzed first and then 

comes to the system level consideration. The post-simulation results show that the readout 

chain is able to achieve high dynamic range, high speed, high resolution and low power. 

Finally, chapter five gives some suggestions and new method to improve the performance.  
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CHAPTER 2 

The Pixel 

The pixel plays an important role in the image sensor. It determines the image quality. 

Chapter two focuses on analyzing the pixel.  

2.1 Photodetector 

The photodetector is the component that detects the light. According to Einstein’s 

photoelectric effect, electrons are generated through ionization when a photon hits the 

semiconductor material. The accumulated electrons represent the light density. Most CIS 

use a photodiode as a photodetector.  

The PN junction is the core structure of the photodiode, shown in Figure 7. When the 

energy of a photon is greater than bandgap energy of silicon (1.1eV), the photon is absorbed 

by PN junction. Then it produces an electron-hole pair (EHP). The number of EHPs is 

controlled by the photon flux density. EHPs created far away from depletion region are 

likely to be recombined owing to the low field there. If they happen to be created close to 

or in the depletion region, the inner electric field forces electrons and holes to separate. 

Holes will transport towards the p-type regions and electrons toward the n-type regions. 

The transport of EHP is what constitutes photocurrent. The  wider the depletion region is, 

the more photons are collected, hence  the PN junction is always reversed biased for the 

image sensor.  

 
Figure 7 PN Junction 
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The most important parameters for the photodiode are quantum efficiency and dark 

current. When a photodiode is not exposed to light, there is still relatively small current 

flowing through it, which is defined as dark current. Quantum efficiency is as associated 

with the percentage of incident photons that contribute to the photocurrent. High quantum 

efficiency and low dark current are the essential conditions to obtain a high performance 

photodiode.  

The light power absorbed in depletion region is described in terms of incident light 

power, P0 

( )

0  ( ) (1 )S w
P w P e

 
      (1) 

where absorption coefficient αS(λ) is the function of input wavelength and w is the width 

of the depletion region. The primary photocurrent is written as 

  IP=P0(1-e-αS(λ)w)(1-Rf) 
q

hν
,    (2) 

where h donates Plank’s constant and Rf is entrance face reflectivity. The ratio of 

photocurrent to incident light power at a certain wavelength, Rλ, is defined as the 

responsivity of the photodiode, which quantifies its sensitivity to light. Quantum efficiency 

is expressed as  

Q.E.=
Rλ_observed

Rλ_ideal
=ζ(1-e-αS(λ)w)(1-Rf),   (3) 

where ζ is the fraction of electron-hole pairs that contribute to the photocurrent.  

A low reflection coefficient at the surface of the photodiode is required to attain high 

quantum efficiency. It can be realized by applying special dielectric coatings. The 

absorption coefficient is related to input wavelength and is an intrinsic quality of 

photodiode material. Due to the standard CMOS process, there is nothing much that can 
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be done to improve absorption coefficient.  

Dark current of a photodiode under reverse bias is expressed as  

Id=ISAT(e
qVA
kBT-1),     (4) 

where ISAT is the reverse saturation current, VA is the bias voltage, kB is Boltzmann’s 

constant and T is absolute temperature. 

Dark current is mainly generated from two sources. The first source of dark current is 

the random generation of carriers which result from either thermal generation or random 

arrival of photons. The first source depends on the doping level, bandgap and temperature 

[28]. The second source of dark current is defects typically found near material interfaces. 

The second source is determined by the shape of the photodiode layout, cross section 

structure and the fill factor[29]. Therefore, operating at low temperature, smaller 

photodiode size and removing collection areas from interfaces are useful in reducing dark 

current.  

2.2 Speed and Noise Analysis of Photodiode 

The photocurrent discharges the photodiode capacitance that has been set to the 

reference voltage. The voltage drop depends on the junction capacitance and photocurrent, 

which is function of the light density. Swe and Yeo [30] presented the model of photodiode, 

which is shown Figure 8. Rs is the series resistance from the contacts and the undepleted 

silicon. Rj is the junction resistance that changes with photocurrent. CPD is the junction 

capacitance. The diode is the PN junction and IP indicates the photocurrent.  

 
Figure 8 Model of Photodiode 
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The response speed of the photodiode is defined by how fast the generated EHPs are 

extracted as the output current. It is usually expressed as the rise time tr for the output 

current from 10% to the 90% of peak value. The rise time is related to three time factors, 

RC delay time from the junction capacitor and load resistor, tRC, diffusion time, tD,and 

carrier transit time, tC, in depletion layer. The rise time is expressed as  

tr=√tRC
2+tD

2+tC
2,    (5) 

where, tRC equals to 0.7πCjRL. The junction capacitor Cj  is proportional to the photodiode 

area A and inversely proportional to the depletion layer W. It is calculated as 

Cj=
εsiεoA

𝑊
=

εsiεoA

[2εsiεoμρ(Vbi+VA)]
1/2 =

Cj0

(1-
VA
Vbi

)
1/2,   (6) 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εsi is the silicon dielectric constant, µ is the 

mobility of the electrons at 300 K, ρ is the resistivity of the silicon, Vbi is the built in voltage 

of silicon and VA is the applied bias. It is seen that the capacitance varies with voltage, 

which is shown in Figure 9. Cj0 is 297fF if the depletion layer is 100nm with an area of 

18.2m x15.5m. 

 
Figure 9 reverse bias vs junction Capacitance 
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The diffusion time and carrier transit time are expressed as 

tD=d
2
/2D      tC=W/vd ,   (7) 

where d is distance, D is the minority carrier diffusion coefficient, W is depletion layer 

width and vd is mean drift velocity. The electron diffusion time through 10m silicon is 

8ns and the transit time across the 1m depletion layer is around 10ps. A low rise time is 

required by the high speed application. Based on the discussion above, the diffusion time 

mechanism should be eliminated and the load resistance should be minimized.  

The main noise sources for the photodiode are shot noise and Johnson noise. Shot 

noise is determined by fluctuations in the stream of electrons in the material [31]. Johnson 

noise is caused by the thermal fluctuation on conducting materials, such as shunt resistance 

and series resistance of the device and load resistance [32]. The equivalent circuit model 

of the photodiode is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 equivalent circuit model of photodiode 

In Fig. 10, IS is the signal current, II is the leakage current and In is the noise current. Cd 

represents diode junction capacitor, Rd stands for diode parallel shunt resistor, RS is diode 

series resistor and Rl represents load resistor. 

The shot noise and Johnson noise are given as  

IShot=(2eIdB)
1/2

,    (8) 
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where Ishot is shot noise current, e is electron charge (1.6*10-9 coulomb), Id stands for the 

dark current(A) and B is the bandwidth(Hertz)  

IJohnson=(
4𝑘𝐵TB

R
)
1/2

.    (9) 

Here IJohnson is Johnson noise current, kB is Boltzmann constant (3.8*10-23JK), T represents 

the absolute temperature(K), R is the resistance giving rise to noise(Ohms) and B is the 

bandwidth(Hertz).  

If the photodiode operates at low frequency(~1Hz), the flicker noise dominates. 

Flicker noise is caused by fluctuations of the surface recombination velocity and bulk 

carrier mobility. It is related to the current as well as the mechanism that generates the 

current. The power spectrum of flicker noises is， 

S1/f(f)=a
idc

C

|f|
 for |f|∈[f

min
,f

max
 ] ,   (10) 

where 0.5 ≤ c ≤ 2, a is the constant value that is set by physical properties of the diode.  

The total noise current is the root mean square sum of the individual currents, which 

determines the minimum detectable light power. It is expressed as 

In
2=IJohnson

2+Ishot
2=2eBId+4kBTB/RL=Pmin

2Rλ
2.  (11) 

Suppose silicon PN junction has 0.05 nA dark current, 25 MHz bandwidth, 0.55 A/W 

responsivity with 300K operation temperature and 1K Ohms load resistor. Then the 

minimum detectable light power is calculated as 6.139×10-8W. 

In a real CMOS Image Sensor noise is time variant. It is not accurate to apply the 

noise model directly to the circuit. Therefore, using the time domain noise analysis is more 

appropriate This is not discussed this thesis.  

2.3 Pixel Architecture and Operation 
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The typical pixel circuit for a high speed image sensor is displayed in Figure 11[33]. 

It uses global shutter and achieves high sensitivity. 

 
Figure 11 6T pixel circuit 

When the reset transistor is turned on, the photodiode is pre-charged to a reference 

voltage. It always reaches VDD-VTH. Then the reset transistor is turned off and the pixel is 

exposed to the light during the integration time. The photon generates the EHP and a 

photocurrent is generated. The photocurrent is proportional to the absorbed photon flux. 

The voltage at the cathode of photodiode decreases as the photocurrent goes through. At 

the end of integration time the readout signal is obtained and then sampled in the CMEM 

capacitor. The CMEM capacitor holds the value until the voltage signal is read out. The 

readout operation is controlled by the row select and column select signal. The timing of 

the control signals for pixel operation is shown as Figure 12. 

The sampled voltage value should be stored on the CMEM capacitor until it is read out. 

Therefore any current through the CMEM capacitor before readout will have an effect on the 

image quality. The most important current paths are depicted in Figure 13. 
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Figure 12 Timing of control signals for pixel 

 
Figure 13 Leakage paths in 6T pixel circuit 

Subthreshold current will occur through precharge switch, sample switch and reset 

switch. The first two switches are directly connected to the CMEM capacitor and the third 

one is indirectly related to the voltage value. Moreover, the precharge switch decreases the 

voltage value and reset switch and sample switch increase the voltage value. The 

subthreshold current of transistor makes it difficult to detect accurate light signal and thus 

decreases the image accuracy. Therefore, reducing subthreshold current is one of the 

crucial tasks discussed in this thesis. 

2.4 Pixel Design and Layout 
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Based on the discussion above， the four transistors are added to meet the 

requirements. These new devices are displayed in  Figure 14. 

 
 Figure 14 10T pixel circuit 

The pixel is reset by turning on the transistor M1. In order to avoid image lag, the 

VRST is set to zero at first, forcing the voltage across the photodiode to be zero. Then, the 

VRST goes up to 1.8V, forcing the voltage across the photodiode to be 1.8V-VTH. The VTH 

is determined by the transistor M1. Once reset operation is completed, M1 is turned off by 

pulling down the RST signal. The photodiode is reverse biased now. Then the pixel is 

exposed to the light and the photocurrent starts to discharge the photodiode. At the end of 

the exposure time, the voltage across the photodiode is denoted as VPD. The voltage 

difference (1.8V - VTH - VPD) represents the light signal. This means two operations are 

needed to obtain the light signal: the reset operation and the sample/readout operations.  

The sample operation of the pixel is explained below. The VSAMPLE and VPRE 

signals go high first to deliver the voltage value of a photodiode to sampling capacitor, 

CMEM. The source follower M2 drives the voltage of sampling capacitor VPIX to VPD - VTH. 
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Owing to the threshold voltage loss in the second source follower M7, the VPIX should be 

increased to improve the signal swing. Thus, after the VSAMPLE is pulled down, the 

VMEM is activated to enhance the dynamic range of readout circuit. What is more, the 

VPULSE signal is applied at the same time to minimize the effect of subthreshold currents.  

The readout operation is controlled by the row select signal, R_select (i). Typically, 

only one of the row select signals is high at one time. It should be low before the VMEM 

ends. The period of the row select signal depends on the speed of readout chain, the number 

of pixel columns and number of readout chain.  

The timing of eight control signals: RST, VRST, VMEM, VSAMPLE, VPULSE, 

VPRE and R_select (i) are shown in Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15 Timing diagram of eight control signals 

Similar to the 6T pixel circuit, a 10T pixel circuit also has multiple current paths that 

that impact the charge on CMEM, shown in Figure 16. As discussed above, the subthreshold 

current of the transistor is the main source of these current paths. The drain current of 

subthreshold region is expressed as  

ID=ID0
W

L
eVgs/nVt(1-e-Vds/Vt)   (12) 

where Vt=kT/q, n=(Cox+Cdepl)/Cox and ID0=μnCox(n-1)Vt
2e-VTH/(nVt). Based on this equation, 
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there are three methods to reduce the subthreshold current, decreasing gate-source voltage, 

drain-source voltage and transistor size. The subthreshold current of minimum size N type 

MOSFET is shown on the simulation results in Figure 17. The figure shows that the 

subthreshold current is reduced by more than 90% with a -0.2V gate-source voltage 

compared to zero gate-source voltage. Besides, when operating at the same gate-source 

voltage, the subthreshold current of lower drain-source voltage is much smaller than that 

of higher drain-source voltage.  

 
Figure 16 Leakage paths in 10T pixel circuit 

 
Figure 17 Subthreshold current simulation result of minimum size transistor 
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The current of path 3 (on Figure 16) is around 1 to 5pA because the transistor M1 is 

not turned off completely. To minimize this subthreshold current, the RST signal goes 

down to -0.2V after the reset operation. Moreover, the VRST is a tunable voltage that 

follows the voltage across the cathode of photodiode in order to minimize the drain-source 

voltage of M1. To overcome the current through paths 1 and 2, M4 and M5 are added. The 

M5 is controlled by VPULSE signal, which drives the source of M5 following VPIX after 

VSAMPLE and VPRE are active low. This suppresses the current through path 2 by turning 

off the transistor M6. The M4 has a large length in order to increase the resistance, which 

consequently decreases the subthreshold current of path 1. 

The area of each pixel is required to be 20m x 20m. The layout aims to maximizing 

the fill factor, therefore, the photodiode area should be maximized compared to the area of 

other pixel circuit blocks. There is one photodiode, one capacitor, 10 transistors, eight 

control signals, a power line and ground line for one pixel.  The components will be 

discussed one by one.  

A photodiode in a standard CMOS process can be realized using the n+/p-sub junction, 

which is shown in Figure 18. The highly doped n-type region is grown on p-substrate. 

Owing to its compact architecture, it is selected to increase the fill factor and detect low 

light signal.  

 
Figure 18 Photodiode structure 

The capacitor value and type should be discussed. The KT/C noise at the input of 
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readout chain limits the value of the capacitor. The equation is described as  

C≥12 kBT（
2

B
-1

VFS
）   (13) 

where, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, B is supposed to be 9 bit and 

VFS represents 1V peak-to-peak signal swing. C is calculated more than 13fF.Considering 

 the design margin, 30fF is chosen.  

There are three types of capacitor that are always used in CMOS process, including 

MOS capacitor, poly capacitor and Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor. The voltage 

across the capacitor changes during reset operation and sample operation. Therefore, the 

basic requirement for a capacitor is the smallest variation of capacitance across a large 

range of voltage. The C-V characteristic of three kinds of capacitors are plotted in Figure 

19. It is obvious that MIM capacitor has the best linearity compared to the other two kinds 

of capacitors.  

 
Figure 19 C-V characteristic of MOS cap, Poly Cap and MIM cap 

Another requirement for sampling capacitor is the minimum layout area. Table 2 

summarizes the estimation of layout area for three types of capacitor. The MIM cap 
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consumes the largest area compared to the other two types.  

Table 2  Layout area of MOS cap, POLY cap and MIM cap 
CAPACITOR W L Layout Dimensions 

MOS CAP  3.65m 1m 2.4m x 5.26m 

POLY CAP  3.3m 1m 2.82m x 5.32m 

MIM CAP 3.7m 1.5m 5.5m x 8.5m 

Considering all aspects, the MIM capacitor is chosen to be applied in the pixel circuit 

owing to the high linearity.  

The metal 1 is used to connect the transistors and the metal 2 is used for control signals. 

The MIM capacitor consists of metal 3, metal4 and metal5. Power line and ground line are 

accomplished via metal6 because of the low routing resistance. The metal layer 

arrangement guarantees the minimum area and high fill factor. To achieve a further 

increase on fill factor, layout sharing between adjacent pixels is applied. Figure 20 

illustrates the novel layout technique. The readout circuit of each adjacent pixel is located 

in a common area. This technique allows for increasing the fill factor with the same 

photodiode area.  

 
Figure 20 Layout sharing between adjacent pixels 

2.5 Simulation Results 

As discussed in section 2.3, the voltage value across photodiode is delivered through 

two source followers and two switches. Because of the variation in threshold voltage, the 
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non-linearity is introduced to the output signal. The relationship between VIN and VOUT is 

summarized as Table 3, where the VIN is the input voltage difference and the VOUT is the 

output voltage difference. 

Table 3 Relationship between VIN and VOUT 

VIN (mV) Ideal VOUT (mV) Observed VOUT (mV) 

1 1 0.643 

10 10 6.16 

100 100 76 

200 200 152 

300 300 228 

400 400 303.79 

500 500 377 

600 600 449 

As plotted in Figure 21, the offset is observed for the VOUT. However, the VOUT 

follows the VIN in a linear way, which demonstrates that the gain of pixel circuit is almost 

constant.  

 
Figure 21 VIN vs VOUT 

The junction capacitance of the photodiode is simulated in Figure 22. The capacitance 

keeps stable in 1pF from 50mV to 1.8V. 
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Figure 22 Junction capacitance of photodiode vs reverse bias voltage 

The large dynamic range as well as the small signal detection requires low noise at 

the input of the readout chain, which is also the output node of pixel circuit. As mentioned 

in section 1.2, the readout chain has one PGA and one 10bit ADC. The PGA is applied to 

amplify the signal when it is too small to detect. Therefore, the noise at the input node of 

the PGA is of great importance. As the noise floor of 10bit ADC should be less than 

1/2^10V and the minimum gain of the PGA is 1, the noise at the input of the PGA should 

be less than 976.5625μV. Figure 23 shows that the noise summary at the column select 

transistor is 116µV.  Most of the noise comes from the column select transistor, which is 

85µV. The noise is far less than 976.5625μV. 
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Figure 23 noise plot at the output node of column select transistor  

Figure 24 shows the layout of 1x2 pixels. The PN junction is 14.705 x 17.63 m2 and 

the active area is 258.500m2. The fill factor is calculated as 64.625%. M1~M5 are routed 

above the photodiode to meet the density check. 

After exposure time, the light signal is stored in the MIM capacitor. There are four 

readout chain on chip for 96x96 pixels. Thus, each readout chain needs to handle 

96*96/4=2304 pixel signals. The operating frequency of readout chain is 25MHz so that 

the time required to complete reading out all pixels is 92μs. Figure 25 shows the voltage 

drift over 92μs due to the subthreshold current of sampling transistor. The voltage 

difference is 294µV, which is less than 976µV. 

 
Figure 24 Layout of 1x2 pixels 
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Figure 25 Voltage drifts over time 
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CHAPTER 3 

Pixel Selection 

In order to capture the image, multiple pixels should be carefully located together, 

which is called pixel array. This chapter will discuss the structure of the pixel array and 

explain how each pixel is selected to be read out.  

3.1 Overview of Pixel Array and Pixel Selection circuit 

The pixel array is the key component in the image sensor. According to the area 

limitation, 96x96 pixels are presented in this thesis. The pixel selection circuit aims at 

selecting pixels in certain ways. The pixel selection circuit consists of one column selection 

register, one row selection register and driving circuits.  

 
Figure 26 Model of pixel array 

An output node of each pixel in one column is connected together. So do the row 

select signal of one row.  The model of pixel array is shown as Figure 26. When one pixel 
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in one column is selected via row select signal, all the other row select signals are not active. 

As seen from Figure 26, there would be load capacitors from each pixel and resistors from 

column bus. This can be modeled as a lumped RC line[34]. The RC line will bring delay 

from the pixel output to the input of readout chain, which has effects on the speed. Since 

the speed of readout chain is 25MSPS, the settling time of pixel output should be less than 

20ns. With the development of pixel number, the RC delay gradually becomes the main 

limitation of high speed image sensor[35]. This problem can be solved through 

implementing multiple readout chains, as shown in Figure 27. However, due to the area 

limitation, there are only four readout chains available on chip. Therefore, the maximum 

RC delay should satisfy the speed requirement. The maximum RC delay comes from the 

first row of the pixel array, which locates most far away from the readout chain. It must 

drive 95 load capacitors and whole column bus. Considering the design margin, the settling 

time across all corners should be less than 18ns. Thus, the column bus should be designed 

with low load impedance. What’s more, a driver is designed to make sure it will meet the 

time constraint.  

 
Figure 27 Multiple Readout Chain 
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The global shutter requires resetting all the pixels and capturing images at the same 

time. However, owing to the load capacitor of each pixel, it is difficult to operate without 

any delay. Therefore, increasing the driving ability of each control signal of the pixel is 

necessary for the global shutter.  

Usually, the pixels are selected one by one; but, pixel binning requires a flexible 

function of pixel selection circuit. The shift register is one of the most popular structures 

for pixel selection circuit. It can generate one or multiple pulses according to the control 

signals. The simple architecture and small area are appealing to the image sensor design.  

3.2 Pixel Selection Design and Layout 

The row selection circuit is displayed in Figure 29. There are 96 shift registers and 

each shift register consists of one latch, one D flipflop and one driver. The four readout 

chains are designed for the pixel array, which means four pixel values are read out each 

time. Therefore, there are 96/4=24 shift registers in column selection circuit, which is 

shown in Figure 30. R_SET(24), R_SET(48) and R_SET(72) are added to implement 

flexible pixel selection.  

The structure of the D flip flop and the D latch are shown in Figure 28 and the truth 

table of the D flip flop and the D latch are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

 
Figure 28 Structures of D flip flop and D latch 
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Figure 29 Row selection circuit 
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Figure 30 Column selection circuit 

Table 4 D flip flop Truth Table 

SET RSTSHIFT IN(D) CLK OUT 

0 x x x 1 

1 0 x x 0 

1 1 D ↑ D 

Table 5 D Latch Truth Table 

RSTDEC UPDATE OUT(D) SEL 

1 x x 0 

0 1 x SEL 

0 0 D D 

First, all row and column shift registers are reset with activating the signal 

RSTSHIFT_R, RESEC_R, RSTSHIFT_C and RESDEC_C. In order to read pixel values, 

the SET_R and the SET_C are activated. The period of activation should be less than one 

period to make sure one row or one column is selected each time. The clock signal for row 

and column selection are different. It depends on how the pixel values are read. As Figure 

31 shown, one row is selected and all column values are read out. Therefore, the clock 

period of row selection is 24 times of the column selection clock period. After that, the 

following row is selected and all columns are consecutively read out. This operation will 

be repeated until all pixel values are read out. 
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Figure 31 Timing diagram of Row&Column selection circuit 

The driver of control signals for a pixel is shown in Figure 32. The signal VPULSE 
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drives the Cgs and the Cds of transistor, which needs strong driving capability. The signal 

SAM, PRE and RST are connected to the transistor gate, which should drive the Cgs. The 

signal Vrst and Vmem have multiple voltage values so that the selection circuit is designed 

as required. The MEM_SEL, RST_SEL(0) and RST_SEL(1) control the voltage value of 

two signals.  

 
Figure 32 Driver of control signals for pixel 

The layout of the row selection circuit, the column selection circuit and the driver for 

control signals are described in Figure 33, Figure 34 and Figure 35. Each row shift register 

is 20μm height to match one pixel and column shift register is 80μm wide to match four 

pixels.  
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Figure 33 Layout of Row Selection Circuit 

 
Figure 34 Layout of Column Selection Circuit 

 
Figure 35 Layout of driver for control signals 
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The layout of the pixel array and the pixel selection circuit together is shown in Figure 

36. The pixel array is 1.92mm x 1.92mm area. The power supply voltage variation crosses 

the pixel array should be less than 1mV. Usually, 0.4µm width metal 2 routing line causes 

40mV variation. Therefore, the power and the ground lines have a mesh architecture in 

order to reduce the voltage drop and variation. The power and the ground line are designed 

as 2.74m width in metal 6 so that the voltage variation is reduced to 0.75mV. 

 
Figure 36 Layout of pixel array and pixel selection circuit 

3.3 Simulation Results 

The pixel settling time is one of the important parameters of the pixel array. The RC 

delay model is calculated as below. The metal wires and the row&column select transistor 

contribute to the resistance and the parasitic capacitors of the row&column select transistor 

from the load. The sheet resistance of routing metal is 82m/square. Therefore, 96 pixel 

column bus has 393 resistance, the row select transistor has 2.2k resistance and the 

column select transistor has 550 resistance. The total resistance is 3.093k. The parasitic 

capacitor of row select transistor is 3.22fF and the parasitic capacitor of column select 
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transistor is 1.85fF. Thus, the RC delay is calculated as 16.83ns. Figure 37 is the simulation 

result of maximum settling time of schematic, which is 17.12544ns. The simulation result 

matches the calculation result. 

 
Figure 37 Delay time Simulation of Schematic 

The post simulation results of the pixel control signal drivers, the row selection signals 

and the column selection signals are described in Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40. The 

results match the design requirement. The pixel binning is also simulated in Figure 41.  

 
Figure 38 Post simulation results for Pixel Control Signals 
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Figure 39 Post simulation results for column select signals 

 
Figure 40 Post simulation results for row select signals 
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Figure 41 2x2 pixel row binning simulation result 

3.4 Test Results 

A uniform flash light is used as the light source for testing. The FPGA provides the 

control and timing signals and its logic flow is indicated as Figure 42. It is seen that the 

generated control signals are not related to the read out timing, providing flexible exposure 

time and readout time control. The analog output of the pixel is captured and stored in 

oscilloscope, given in Figure 43. The set signal of the row select shift register is used as 

the synchronized clock to capture data. The test board, chip and FPGA board is displayed 

in Figure 44. 

 
Figure 42 FPGA logic flow 
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Figure 43 Data stored in oscilloscope 

 
Figure 44 Test board 

The experimental result of the light intensity versus the output voltage of single pixel 

is shown in Figure 45. The exposure time is set to 3μs and total readout time is set to 5μs. 

The linearity of pixel is measured as 93.56%. 
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Figure 45 Light intensity vs output voltage 

Apply the same readout time and longer exposure time to the whole pixel array. The 

data is first captured and stored on an oscilloscope and then fed into Matlab to be 

transferred to image. The generated images of different light are present in Figure 46. The 

grey edge of the full light image shows that the sensitivity of pixels on the top edge is less 

than that of other locations.  

 
Figure 46  Images of different light 
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CHAPTER 4 

Readout Chain 

Previous chapter has discussed the details about the pixel circuit, the pixel array and 

the pixel selection. For CIS, the readout chain also needs to be carefully designed. This 

chapter will first present the different architecture of readout chain. Then comes to the 

circuit implementation and the simulation results. Finally, the test design will be discussed.  

4.1 Readout Structure 

The readout chain plays an important role in CMOS image sensor performance. So it 

is critical to select an appropriate architecture. The typical readout chain consists of an 

ADC. The ADC is classified into three categories according to location: chip level, column 

level and pixel level.  

4.1.1 Chip Level Readout Circuit 

Figure 47 indicates the chip level readout chain topology. Whole image sensor shares 

one readout chain[36].  

 
Figure 47 Chip level Readout Chain[37] 

The pixel signals are delivered one by one to the readout chain. The advantages of 

this architecture are simplicity and uniformity. However, the frame rate is limited to the 

readout chain speed. Increasing the speed of the readout chain will bring more power to 

the chip. Thus, the image sensor with chip level readout chain is difficult to reach high 
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speed and high resolution. What’s more, the noise floor of readout chain is increased due 

to more pixel circuit being connected to the input of readout chain. The chip level readout 

chain is popular in early time. 

4.1.2 Column Level Readout Circuit 

Figure 48 illustrates the topology of the column level readout chain. One column or 

multiple columns share one readout chain[38]. This improves the speed of image sensor 

and the noise performance. Also, the fill factor is increased. But the increasing number of 

readout chain brings large area and inconformity.  

 
Figure 48 Column level Readout Chain[37] 

4.1.3 Pixel Level Readout Circuit 

Figure 49 indicates the topology of the pixel level readout chain. The pixel level 

readout chain means implementing the readout circuit inside each pixel[39].  
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Figure 49 Pixel level Readout Chain[37] 

The speed of the image sensor is further increased and noise performance is also 

enhanced with less transistors connected. However, it is obvious that the area will be 

increased and the fill factor will be reduced significantly.  

4.2 Column Level Readout Circuit 

As discussed in the previous part, the chip level readout chain and the pixel level 

readout chain are always applied for extreme requirements, such as ultrahigh speed or 

ultralow area. The column level readout chain provides good tradeoff among speed, area, 

fill factor, noise performance and power consumption. Therefore, the column level readout 

chain is the best choice for this thesis.  

Typically, an ADC is the readout chain for CMOS image sensor. However, the input 

swing of ADC and the noise of front-end circuit limits the dynamic range of readout chain. 

Moreover, the accuracy of CMOS image sensor is determined by the resolution of the ADC. 

Thus, in order to improve the dynamic range and accuracy, a PGA is always placed in front 

of the ADC. The gain of the PGA is flexible so that it is able to detect the low light and 

small differences between two images.  

 4.2.1 Overview of ADC 

The basic requirements for ADC are high resolution, high speed and low power. ADC 

always has 10~12 bits resolution in CIS[40].  
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Figure 50 depicts the trend of resolution vs frequency in popular ADC architectures. 

All possible ADC architectures regarding the basic requirements will be discussed in the 

following section. 

 
Figure 50 Sampling rate vs Resolution bits for various ADC structures[41] 

4.2.1.1 Slope ADC 

Slope ADC is widely used in the image sensor because of its simple structure[42]. A 

Single Slope ADC topology is shown in Figure 51. The operational amplifier, the resistor 

and the capacitor form an integrator. The integrator accumulates Vin and then produces the 

triangle waveform on the output node. The maximum integration value is set by the 

reference value, -Vref. From the moment that integrator starts accumulating, the counter 

starts counting from 0 to 2^(n-1). When the output of integrator reaches -Vref, the output 

buffer captures the last counter number, which represents the digital code for the analog 

input Vin. Meanwhile, the counter and integrator are reset at the same time for the next 

conversion.   
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Figure 51 Single Slope ADC 

Even though the single slope ADC is area efficient, the main drawback is readout 

speed. The large number of clock cycles for high resolution ADC makes it difficult to be 

applied in high speed application. For a 12-bits ADC, it takes up to 4096 clock cycles to 

complete one conversion of input.  

In order to improve the speed, several new architectures of slope ADC are proposed, 

such as Dual Slope ADC[43] and DLL based Slope ADC[44]. 

A switch is added to Dual Slope ADC in Figure 52. Vin is first connected to integrator 

and integration time is constant. After completing integration, the switch connects -Vref to 

integrator. The sawtooth waveform generated on the output node decreases since -Vref is 

a negative value. When the output voltage reaches zero, the integrator and the counter are 

reset for next conversion. The output waveform of integrator is shown in Figure 53. Since 

T1 and Vref are fixed, the maximum voltage value is determined by input value and thus 

T2 is proportional to the input value. The Dual Slope ADC is faster than the Single Slope 

ADC and it solves the problem of calibration drift because the integrator is not related to a 

clock signal. What’s more, multiple ramp single slope ADC is proposed[45]. It is much 

faster but less area and power efficient. 
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Figure 52 Dual Slope ADC 

 
Figure 53 Output waveform of Dual Slope ADC 

4.2.1.2 Sigma-Delta ADC 

Sigma-Delta ADC is first proposed in 1978[46]. The architecture of the Sigma Delta 

ADC is shown in Figure 54. The sigma delta modulator regulates the noise to the high 

frequency domain and the following filter reduces the noise and generates the 

corresponding digital code. More stages the modulator has, fewer conversion cycles it 

needs. It has the advantages of high resolution and low area. However, high order of 

modulator brings complexity and more power. Besides, it operates at low speed. 

ΔΣ

Modulator

Digital

Filter
Decimator

Analog 

Input

Digital

Output

 

Figure 54 Sigma Delta ADC 

4.2.1.3 SAR ADC 

SAR ADC is displayed in Figure 55. The input signal is sampled first. The comparator 
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compares the input signal with the output of the DAC, which is controlled by register. The 

comparison result then is fed into SAR to generate the corresponding digital codes in order 

to regulate the DAC. The MSB in register is initialized to 1 and the other code are set to 0 

at the beginning. Thus, the DAC output is initialized to Vref/2. If the input signal is less 

than Vref/2, the MSB will be reset to 0. Otherwise, it remains 1. Then the next bit is set 1 

and repeats the same operation above until completing LSB. The binary search helps 

increasing the conversion speed significantly with the expense of area and power. 

 
Figure 55 SAR ADC 

The resistive DAC has poor accuracy and linearity. Thus, the capacitive DAC is 

widely used. The capacitive DAC architecture is shown in Figure 56. It consists of the 

capacitors with binary weighted and one dummy capacitor. It consumes large area and 

matching among capacitors is an issue. Thus, the improvement on SAR ADC aims at 

reducing the capacitor value in DAC. Several new architecture DACs are introduced[47-

49].  
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Figure 56 DAC Architecture 

4.2.1.4 Cyclic ADC 

Cyclic ADC, which is also called algorithmic ADC, is presented in Figure 57[50]. 

Because a high resolution DAC will occupy a large area and limit the ADC accuracy, 

Cyclic ADC is introduced to the image sensor. The conversion time is the same as SAR 

ADC. The input signal is sampled first. Then it is compared with a threshold voltage. The 

comparison result decides the digital code of the final sequence. Meanwhile, a 1bit DAC 

generates a reference voltage according to the digital code. The input signal is amplified 

by a factor of G at the same time. The amplified voltage substrates the reference voltage, 

producing a residue value. This operation is repeated until the desired digital codes are 

achieved. The first conversion generates the MSB and last conversion generates LSB.  

 
Figure 57 Cyclic ADC 

The simplified DAC helps reducing area and power. However, the gain of amplifier 

needs to be accurate in order to achieve higher overall accuracy, which still increases the 

power consumption.  
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4.2.1.5 Pipeline ADC 

The amplified residue is also applied to pipeline ADC, which is shown in Figure 

58[51]. The input signal is sampled at first. Each stage quantizes the input and generates 

the residue voltage for the next stage. Once all stages are completed, a digital block corrects 

the digital codes and then the conversion is finished. The pipeline ADC is able to achieve 

high speed, but consume more power. 

 
Figure 58 Pipeline ADC 

The high speed Image sensor requires over 10bits resolution with more than 1MHz 

bandwidth, given in Figure 59. Ramping ADC, known as the Slope ADC, offers high 

resolution with low speed. Moreover, it is difficult for the SAR ADC to reach low power 

with high speed. So do the Sigma Delta ADC and the cyclic ADC. The parallel ADC, 

known as Flash ADC, is the fastest one. However, its low resolution stops itself from being 

applied to image sensor. That leaves pipeline ADC alone as the most reasonable choice. 

 
Figure 59 Real World vs Bandwidth[52] 
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4.2.2 Pipeline ADC Design Consideration 

The topology of a pipeline ADC is shown in Figure 60. The operation principle is 

discussed in the previous section.  The topology of 1.5b per stage is widely used as it offers 

the advantages in terms of design simplicity, power consumption, area and flexibility in 

layout orientation. It is the fastest as it requires the lowest interstage gain with the highest 

bandwidth, considering that their product is a constant for a given process technology and 

feature size.  

 
Figure 60 Block Diagram of Pipeline ADC 

4.2.2.1 1.5b RSD 

The topology of 1.5b RSD is shown in Figure 61.  
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Figure 61 1.5b RSD Topology 

The residue is calculated as  

Vout_ideal=Vin(1+ C1
C2⁄ )∓Vr( C1

C2⁄ )  (14) 

If C1=C2, Gvi=2 and Gvr=1. 

An ideal Op-amp has the infinite gain so that there is no offset through the feedback 

network. However, due to the finite gain and the bandwidth, there appears gain error in 

1.5bit RSD. The gain error is then calculated as  

Vout_error=Vout_ideal
1

1+Aβ
, where β=

C1

C1+C2
  (15) 

Suppose the maximum error is 0.5*LSB, the maximum gain of the op-amp should be 

greater than 72dB.  
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If an op-amp is modeled as single a pole system, the transfer function of its step 

response is expressed as  

h(t)=h0 (1-e
-
t

τ) , where τ=-1/GBW   (16) 

Suppose the final voltage needs to be x% of h0 with t, the unity gain frequency is calculated 

as  

f
u
=

(x%)

-βt
     (17) 

If sample rate is 25MHz, t equals to one quarter sample rate. X is always chosen to be 

0.25LSB. Therefore, fu is 2.58GHz. 

Besides, the switched capacitor plays an important role owing to its thermal noise. 

The input referred thermal noise of a switch capacitor gain stage is shown as  

Vn,i
2=

KT

Cfb1~3

1

β

1

Gvi
2 (1+

1

Gvi
2 +

1

Gvi
4 )   (18) 

where k is Boltzman’s constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and Cfb is the feedback 

capacitor. Known from[53] that 

Vn,i=
A/√2

10SNR/20     (19) 

where SNR=0.63N+1.76+6=68dB. Vn.i is calculated as 140μV and feedback capacitor Cfb 

is calculated as 137.6pF.  

The input gain and the reference gain are highly dependent on the ratio of two 

capacitors. Hence, the ratio variation, which results from the capacitor mismatch, has a 

significant effect on the 1.5b RSD. For a 12-bit resolution ADC, the mismatch of first 

MDAC should be less than 0.025%. As discussed in the previous section, the MIM cap is 

the best choice due to the low mismatch across PVT.  

As a switch has ON resistance, the size of the switch should be large enough to achieve 
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a small time constant when connecting to the sampling capacitor. The ON resistance is 

calculated as  

Ron=-
t

Cfblnα
2

N⁄
 ,    (20) 

where α is maximum error, N is the bit of ADC and t equals to one quarter sample rate. 

The relationship between RON and the width of transistor is expressed as 

Ron=μCox
W

L
Vgt    (21) 

It is seen that the ON resistance is signal-dependent, which introduces the distortion to 

ADC.Hence, special techniques, such as bootstrapping[54] or clock-boosting[55], are 

required. However, area and power are increased. 

Besides, the parasitic capacitor of the switch is also of great significance. The gate-

source capacitor and the gate-drain capacitor cause clock feedthrough. The signal path is 

affected by the clock signal, which brings the spurious tone in output. Moreover, the switch 

activity causes charge injection owing to the charge stored on inversion layer. Even though 

it can be cancelled by bottom-plate sampling[56], the switch size should be minimized to 

reduce charge injection. Therefore, the tradeoff between charge injection and time constant 

should be carefully considered.  

4.2.2.2 Offset 

The transfer function of 1.5b RSD is plotted in Figure 61[57]. The non-ideal effect of 

the gain stage and the comparator brings offset.  The effect of offset is shown in Figure 

63[57]. It is seen that the offset may cause the residue output exceeding the full scale 

voltage, which resulting in error in digital code. The allowable offsets of the comparator 

are ±Vref, which can be compensated by the 1.5b RSD. Otherwise, the residue voltage will 
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exceed the full scale range. Therefore, the threshold voltage is important for comparator 

design.  

 
Figure 62 Transfer Function of 1.5b RSD 

 
Figure 63 Effect of offset and error 

4.2.3 Overview of PGA 

A PGA is added to the front of the 10b ADC as it will help increasing dynamic range 

as well as detecting signals as small as few hundreds of microvolts. The complexity in 

identifying small signals is that the system should generate very low noise. As for 10b 

ADC, the noise floor is around 976μV. That means it is impossible to detect signal less 

than 976μV magnitude.  Therefore, a PGA is necessary.  
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The gain of the PGA is programmable through the digital input. It is configured either 

for a decade gain like 1, 10, 100, etc. or binary gain such as 1,2,4, etc. The topology of the 

PGA is shown in Figure 64. The design issues such as how to implement the switch, gain 

accuracy, DC drift over PVT and distortion should be considered.  

 
Figure 64 Topology of PGA 

As seen in Figure 64, the gain is determined by the ratio of resistance. Thus, the switch 

resistance, RON, has influence on the gain accuracy. What’s more, the RON varies with 

signal magnitude and temperature, which brings gain variation. Therefore, the RON 

independent gain expression is desirable.  

The switch capacitor based PGA is introduced because of the following reasons. The 

structure of the switch capacitor based PGA is displayed in Figure 65. The gain is 

determined by the capacitor ratio, which has less variation across PVT and the RON only 

affects the settling time. With careful design, the high accuracy can be implemented and 

the settling time can easily satisfy the requirement.  
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Figure 65 Switch Capacitor Based PGA 

4.3 Pipeline ADC Design and Layout 

4.3.1 Op-amp Design and Layout 

ADC power specification is summarized in Table 6.  

Table 6 Targeted for key specs of the ADC. 

Specs Resolution Full 

scale 

swing 

Power 

of  

5opamp

s 

Compar

ator 

Power 

(total) 

RSD logic 

Power 

Clock 

buffers 

power 

Vdd Total 

Power 

Target 10 bits 1Vp-p 2.8 mW 0.5 mW 1 mW 1mW 1.8 V 5.6mW 

In order to achieve the specs, a telescopic cascade is used, which is shown in Figure 

66. The Thermal noise floor was taken to be ~65dB. The quiescent current, IM1, is 

determined by the capacitor value and the settling time of SHA stages. As the first stage is 

the dominant one, both of its small signal and large signal settling analysis should be 

considered.  
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Figure 66 Topology of telescopic cascade op-amp 

The unity gain frequency and slew rate of op-amp represent the small signal and large 

signal settling respectively. The unity gain frequency equation has been discussed in 

section 4.2.2.1. But the parameter β is different here.   

 β= C1 (2C1+CGS,M2)⁄ =0.45 (22) 

fclk=2.5×107 Hz is the clock frequency of the ADC. Plugging these numbers into the 

equation given above, the specification for the Bandwidth is calculated to be 

 BW>212MHz (23) 

The slew rate of the opamp is equal to 

 SR=
Itail

CL
=

VFS

tSL
 (24) 
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where, VFS is the full scale voltage and tSL is the time of large signal slewing. The total 

settling time has to be less than 20ns which is half of the sampling period for a 25MSPS 

ADC. For a load capacitance of 0.31pF, the slew time tSL is calculated to be 10ns. 

The gain of the op-amp is calculated above as 72dB.Thus, the tail current is supposed 

to be 95μA and the saturation voltage VDS,SAT is assumed to be 1150mV for the transistors. 

The gain related to the small signal is given as  

A≅g
m,M2

((g
m,M6

ro,M6g
m,M4

ro,M4ro,M2)
-1

+ (g
m,M8

ro,M8g
m,M10

ro,M10ro,M12)
-1

)
-1

 (25) 

where, gms are the transconductances and r0s are the output resistances of the transistors.  

gmr0  is estimated around 100 so that the gain of telescopic cascade is assumed to be 60dB. 

In order to achieve the gain over 72dB, the input transistor sizes are increased to increase 

the gm values. 

The layout of the telescopic cascade is shown in Figure 67. The bode plot of extracted 

telescopic cascade op-amp is given in Figure 68. The gain is 72.5dB and the BW is 

233MHz with a phase margin of 80dB. The simulated results, which are summarized in 

Table 7, satisfy the calculated requirement.  

Table 7 Summary of post simulation result 

 Gain BW Power Cload 

Target 72dB 212MHz 400μW 0.31pF 

Achieved 72.5dB 233MHz 300μW 0.31pF 
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Figure 67 Layout of telescopic cascade op-amp 

 
Figure 68 Bode plot of telescopic cascade op-amp 

Corner simulations are applied to the gain, BW and phase margin. It is necessary to 

estimate the transistor behavior at the worst possible specs. The specs are provided from 

pdk (Process Design Kit) supplied by the vendor. LV represent low voltage(1.62V) and 

HV represents(1.98V). Meanwhile, S stands for slow and F stands for fast.  

 

Table 8 shows the summary of gain stage performance under different PVT. 
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Table 8  Gain stage performance under process and temperature corner parameters. 

Corner 

No

min

al 

SS -

40 

LV 

SS -

40 

HV 

SS 

85 

LV 

SS 

85 

HV 

FF -

40 

LV 

FF -

40 

HV 

FF 

85 

LV 

FF 

85 

HV 

FS -

40 

LV 

FS -

40 

HV 

FS 

85 

LV 

FS 

85 

HV 

SF -

40 

LV 

SF -

40 

HV 

SF 

85 

LV 

SF 

85 

HV 

Ave 

DC Gain 

(dB) 
71 50 72 68 71 47 67 67 70 44 62 64 70 53 74 69 71 64 

UGF 

(MHz) 
269 112 336 220 263 106 333 230 280 82 269 211 266 149 358 231 277 235 

Phase 

Margin 

(Deg) 

76 84 76 76 77 85 77 77 77 86 79 77 77 83 76 76 77 79 

SFDR 

(dB) 
83 76 79 81 51 74 79 67 48 66 83 71 50 80 79 69 49 70 

ENOB 

(Bits) 
12 11.2 11.7 11.6 8.2 11.1 12.6 10.6 7.7 10.2 12.1 11.2 8.0 12.0 12.0 10.9 7.9 10.6 

4.3.2 Comparator Design and Layout 

Accuracy, which is defined as the magnitude of the offset voltage, and power 

consumption are the two most important aspects of the comparator to be designed and used 

in this design. Two of these will be used in each 1.5 bits RSD of the 10bit ADC. The last 

3-bit flash stage will use 7 comparators.    

Without calibration, the offset voltage is expected to surpass 10mV and consumes less 

power. İf calibration was applied, several cases for power consumption overhead are 

summarized in Table 9.  

Table 9 Summary of power consumption in comparator with calibration 

 Offset voltage Power consumption Area 

[58] 1.3mV@250MHz 40μW@1V 544μm2@90nm 

[59] 3.8mV@500MHz 39μW@1.2V 152μm2@90nm 

[60] 1.89mV@1GHz 60μW@1V 1250μm2@65nm 

For a 10-bit design, the comparator without calibration is sufficient to satisfy the final 
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ADC accuracy requirements. The basic structure of the comparator is shown in Figure 

69[61]. M14 & M15 are added to reduce the kickback noise (the bias network for these is 

not shown). When Vlatch is set low, M8 and M13 are both ON, setting the drain of M14 and 

the M15 to the same voltage that is almost equal to VDD. This same voltage is also seen on 

both of the output ports. In this phase, called the comparison phase, if (Vin+-Vin-) is greater 

than (Vref+-Vref-), then the source of M14 will be at a potential higher than the source of 

M15. In the opposite case, it will be lower. Once the Vlatch is set high, M8, M9, M12 and 

M13 will all turn OFF and Vout+ will be higher than Vout- by a few hundred mVs. As the 

source-gate overdrive voltage of M10 will be larger than that of M11, Vout+ will continue 

to be pulled higher and higher until it reaches VDD and shuts off M11, effectively pushing 

Vout- to VSS. If (Vref+-Vref-) were greater than (Vin+-Vin-), then the exact opposite chain of 

events would occur with Vout- ending at VDD. 

The trip point for the comparator is set at 125mV in our simulations. The relationship 

between the input and the reference (trip point) at the onset of tripping is given by 

 
3

1

( )ref refin in
V V V V




       (26) 

where β is the width to length ratio of a transistor. (W/L)1,2 is set to be four times (W/L)3,4 

to reduce the area. 
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Figure 69 Topology of comparator 

The main parameters for a comparator are the widths and lengths, the threshold 

voltages and the mobility of all transistors, and different parasitic capacitances on the 

output node[62].    Mismatch of the mobility and the threshold voltages are the dominant 

factors to cause the static offset. The overall static offset voltage σVos is expressed as 

 
2 2 2 2 2 0.5

_ 1 4 _ 2 3 _ 6 7 _ 8 9 _ 10 11( )Vos Vos M M Vos M M Vos M M Vos M M Vos M M         
  (27) 

where M8&M9 and M10&M11 contribute most of the offset. According to the calculation, 

the static offset voltage is 10.7mV. The dynamic offset comes from the variation among 

transistors and parasitic capacitors. The mismatch between input transistors has the 

dominant effect on the offset voltage. The simulation setup given in Figure 70[63] is based 

on a closed loop stage and is used to access the worst case performance of the comparator. 

A “typical model” response is shown in Figure 71. With TT corner, at room temperature 

and a supply voltage of 1.8V, the worst case offset is simulated to be -27.76mV. 
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Figure 70  Simulation setup for worst case analysis of a fully differential comparator. 

The offset performance under process and temperature corners are given in Table 10. 

These are acceptable levels as the RSD blocks can easily compensate for these as they are 

lower than 125mV which is half an LSB for the 2bits stage ADCs. 

 
Figure 71 Typical output from the offset simulation circuit. 

Minimum area and power are important parameters in the overall design, however, 

minimizing them will make the comparator slower, as well as increase the offset. 

Simulation results for five different layout sizes are shown Figure 72. It is found out that 

even for the smallest size (transistor width = 1um, length = 180nm) the operation takes 

0.5ns to complete for this ultra-fast topology and a very small area can thus be used in the 

design. The offset calculated for the smallest tested transistor sizes also meets the 
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specifications of the 10-bit pipeline ADC in which redundant signed digit (RSD) error 

correction is used. RSD cancels out the effects of comparator offsets in 1.5-bit stages, but 

not in the 3-bit flash. This is fine as the errors at this last stage, when referred to the input 

by the total gain of the previous five stages turns out to be much less than 1LSB which is 

about 4mV for this ADC. 

Table 10 Offset performance under temperature and process corners. 
TT Corner 

                   Temperature 

  Supply 
-40°C 27°C 160°C 

1.62V -28.80mV -27.54mV -27.10mV 

1.8V -29.09mV -27.92mV -27.46mV 

1.98V -29.36mV -28.20mV -27.76mV 

SS Corner 

Temperature 

Supply 
-40°C 27°C 160°C 

1.62V -29.00mV -27.48mV -26.76mV 

1.8V -29.17mV -27.75mV -26.94mV 

1.98V -29.47mV -27.94mV -27.40mV 

FF Corner 

Temperature 

Supply 
-40°C 27°C 160°C 

1.62V -28.60mV -27.71mV -27.32mV 

1.8V -29.04mV -28.05mV -27.77mV 

1.98V -29.27mV -28.35mV -28.22mV 

SF Corner 

Temperature 

Supply 
-40°C 27°C 160°C 

1.62V -29.23mV -27.77mV -26.99mV 

1.8V -29.50mV -28.11mV -27.44mV 

1.98V -29.88mV -28.40mV -27.93mV 

FS Corner 

Temperature 

Supply 
-40°C 27°C 160°C 

1.62V -28.48mV -27.42mV -27.18mV 

1.8V -28.63mV -27.66mV -27.38mV 

1.98V -28.85mV -28.84mV -27.76mV 
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Figure 72 Comparator switching characteristics for different layout areas from parasitic extracted circuit 

Monte Carlo simulation results as given in Figure 73 reveal a mean and standard 

deviation for the offset voltage of 328μV and 9.16mV respectively.  

 
Figure 73 Offset voltage distribution given by a histogram resulting from a Monte-Carlo simulation for a) schematic 

simulation b) parasitic extracted circuit simulation. 

4.3.3 Digital Block Design and Layout 

The RSD LOGIC, shown as Figure 74, consists of a full adder, a half adder and a D 

flip flop.  
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Figure 74  RSD_LOGIC 

The structure of the D flip flop is shown in Figure 75. TSPC flip flop has the advantage 

of single clock distribution, small area for clock lines, high speed and no clock skew. The 

performance of D flip flop described in Table 11 demonstrate it can work at high frequency 

with low power consumption.  

 
Figure 75 D flip flop 

Table 11 D flip flop 

Cload=10fF 

Tcq_r=75ps Tr=61ps Power consumption=3.5μW 

Tcq_f=138ps Tf=66ps 

The topology of the half adder and the full adder are shown in Figure 76 and the 

simulated performance of these circuits is described in  Table 12 and Table 13. 
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Table 12 Half Adder 

Cload=6Ff 

TS_r=70ps Tr=145ps(S) Power consumption 

=33.9μW TS_f=130ps Tf=155ps(S) 

TCout_r=80ps Tr=67ps(Cout) 

TCout_f=99ps Tf=75ps(Cout) 
Table 13 Full Adder 

Cload=6Ff 

TS_r=260ps Tr=105ps(S) Power consumption=47.5μW 

TS_f=250ps Tf=103ps(S) 

TCout_r=161ps Tr=94ps(Cout) 

TCout_f=160ps Tf=94ps(Cout)  

 
Figure 76  Half Adder and Full Adder 

A RSD LOGIC is located according to the gain stages distribution since it is the last 

stage of the ADC. The layout of the RSD LOGIC is presented in Figure 77. 

D_FLIPFLOP FULL_ADDER HALF_ADDER
 

Figure 77 Layout of RSD LOGIC 
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Besides, the clock generator capable of generating non-overlapping and delayed 

clocks for the ADC out of a single-ended clock signal is given in Figure 78.  The reference 

clock signal that is either generated on-chip or off-chip is fed in through the lone port on 

the left-hand side of the schematics. The two ports towards the center of the schematics at 

the very top and bottom give out the overlapping fully differential clock signals. The delays 

of the even number of inverters at the right-hand side (a couple is used in this case) define 

the duration of the non-overlapping portions of the clocks.  

 
Figure 78 Non-overlapping clock generator schematic. 

The clock signals obtained in simulations are plotted in Figure 79. The falling edge 

separation between P1 and P1D is easily discernable whereas P2 and P2D raise 

simultaneously, as required. 

 
Figure 79  Non-overlapping clock signals simulated with transistor models in Cadence. 
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4.3.4 1.5b RSD Simulation Result 

The layout of 1.5b RSD is shown in Figure 80. Care was taken to have the gain stage 

completely symmetric to avoid even harmonics. 

 
Figure 80 Layout of 1.5bit MDAC stage 

The output waveform settles to within 300μV which is better than half an LSB as 

shown in Figure 81.

 
Figure 81 Step response of the parasitic extracted circuit of 1.5bit MDAC stage to a 1Vp-p input signal. 

A full scale 12.5MHz sine wave is applied to the input for the THD characterization. 

A 512 points FFT is taken of the output in Figure 82. The THD is calculated to be -75dB 

for the extracted circuit. 
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Figure 82 THD results ofr the extracted 1.5bit MDAC stage: (a) Time domain input and output of the Opamp to 

measure SFDR, (b) the FFT output. 

4.3.5 ADC Simulation Result 

The 8-bit ADC is simulated first, using 5 1.5 bit RSD and a 3-bit flash at the end. A 

full scale 11.923MHZ sine wave input is applied to obtain coherent sampling. A 128-point 

FFT is taken, shown in Figure 83.  The transient input and output, and the FFT of the output 

show the ENOB is 7.87 Bits. 

 
Figure 83 The temporal and spectral responses of the 8-bit ADC 

Process and temperature simulations of 8-bit ADC indicates the worst ENOB is 6.2 

bits and the average ENOB is 7.42 bits. 

Adding two extra 1.5b RSD results in a 10b ADC, whose layout is shown in Figure 

84. The sampling capacitor is creased to 200fF in order to reduce the thermal noise. 

Reference voltages are generated on the chip through buffers for MDAC in order to reduce 
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the voltage drop across the metal routing. 3b Flash ADC does not have a reference voltage 

buffer because the required accuracy of 3b Flash ADC is as low as 125mV. The voltage 

drop can be compensated via excessive voltage input.  

 
Figure 84 Layout of complete 10 bit ADC 

Apply the same input signal to 10b ADC and a 128-point FFT is taken from the 

output of the ADC in Figure 85. The ENOB is 8.2 bits.

 

Figure 85 The temporal and spectral performance of the post-layout parasitics extracted 10 bit ADC. 

Figure 86 and Figure 87 show the area distribution and power portions for different 

parts of the ADC. Total area of the ADC is estimated to be 0.1mm2 and the total power is 

5.8mW. 
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Figure 86 The area fractions of different ADC blocks. 

 
Figure 87 The power consumption ratios for the ADC blocks. 

4.4 PGA Design and Layout 

The gain stage of the ADC with larger input sampling capacitors is applied to 

implement PGA. The PGA is made up of 3 gain stages, given in Figure 88. The gain is 

controlled by the six digital inputs.  

The layout of the PGA is shown in Figure 89. The post simulation results of the PGA 

with a gain factor of 1 and 32 are shown in Figure 90. The input signal for the gain of 1 is 

1Vp-p and the input signal for a gain of 32 is 31.25mVp-p. The ENOB are 8.5bits and 

5.12bits respectively. Figure 91 shows the noise at the input node of the PGA. The total 

Gain Stages
36%

Buffers
53%

3-Bit FLASH
7%

RSD LOGIC
4%

Total ADC Area = 0.1 mm2

Gain Stages
36%

Buffers
59%

3-Bit FLASH
3%

RSD
2%

Total Power = 5.8 mW
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noise is 296μV, which is far from 976μV. Besides, the M28, the column select switch, is 

the dominant factor in noise distribution rather than the PGA itself.   

 
Figure 88 PGA structure 

 
Figure 89. Layout of PGA 
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Figure 90 Post layout simulations of Extracted PGA in a) gain factor of ‘1’ mode b) gain factor of ‘32’ mode 

 
Figure 91 Input referred noise of first gain stage in the PGA 

4.5 Chip Testbench 

ADC block is placed in a test chip to measure the performance. The chip is packaged 

with CPG13229 and the bonding diagram is shown in Figure 92. 
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Figure 92 Bonding diagram of test chip 

The input signals are summarized in Table 14. They are categorized into three types: 

DC voltage input, current bias and input signal with MHz frequency.  

Table 14 Summary of input signals 

Signal Name Value 

DVDD/AVDD/VDD_COMP 1.8V 

VREFM/VREFM_COMP 0.65V 
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VIP&VIM 
DC Voltage: 0.9V 

Amplitude: 0.25V 
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In order to have clean and stable DC voltage input, LDO, MAX 8516, is connected. 

The configuration is shown in Figure 93. Besides, several decoupling capacitors are added 

to the DC voltage input pins to reduce noise. 

 

Figure 93 LDO configuration 

According to the equation that Vout=Vfb(1+R1/R2), the R1 values are calculated in 

Table 15. Vfb is fixed to 0.5V.  

Table 15 Summary of R1 values 
Pins on Chip  Chips used on Board Resistance (R2=500Ohm) 

AVDD MAX8516 R1=1.3KOhm 

DVDD MAX8516 

VDD_COMP MAX8516 

VREFM/VREFM_COMP MAX8516 R1=150Ohm 

VREFP/VREFP_COMP MAX8516 R1=650Ohm 

VCM MAX8516 R1=400Ohm 

There are two methods to generate current bias. One is the current bias chip and 

another one is a potentiometer. The chip configuration of LM334 is shown in Figure 94.  
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Figure 94 Chip configuration of current source 

The target current is calculated as  

ISET = IR + IBIAS = (
VR

RSET
)(

n

n−1
)   (28) 

Where n is typically 18 and VR is 64mV/298K for 2μA ≤ ISET ≤ 1mA. The Rset is calculated 

in Table 16. 

Table 16 Summary of Rset Value 
Pins on Chip 2 Chips used on Board Rset(Potentiometer) 

VBIAS_GS1 LM334 8.55KOhm 

VBIAS_BUFFER LM334 609 Ohm 

VBIAS_ADC LM334 1.42KOhm 

Differential input for ADC is generated through a single input to differential output 

chip LTC6406. The configuration is given in Figure 95.  

 
Figure 95 Chip Configuration of Single to Differential chip 

VOCM should be connected to 0.9V and Input signal should be replaced by 1Vp-p. 
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A logic analyzer is applied to capture the digital outputs. The whole test diagram is 

displayed in Figure 96. The synchronized clock is generated through signal generator 

equipment, Siglent SDG5122.  

 
Figure 96  Logic analyzer test method system 

The final PCB board is drawn in Figure 97. The impedance match of the clock signal 

is important. Therefore, the routing metal is set to 15mm width and a 50Ohm resistor is 

terminated. 

 
Figure 97 PCB Board 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

A high speed sensor which is fabricated in the 180nm standard CMOS process is 

presented in this thesis. The die micrograph of whole chip is shown in Figure 98.  

 
Figure 98 Die Micrograph of whole image sensor chip 

The pixel circuit is designed to minimize the leakage current, which makes it possible 

to detect low light signals and increase image accuracy. The pixel sharing technique 

increases the fill factor to 64.625%. Besides, the readout chain circuit design makes it 

suitable to achieve high readout speed and capture low light image. The performance of 

the image sensor chip is summarized in Table 17. The frame rate is 10508 fps operating in 

continuous mode. The post simulation of each block proves that the circuit and layout deign 

satisfy the requirement of high speed, high fill factor and low leakage. The test results of 
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pixel array indicate that the photodiode, pixel and selection circuit work as designed.  

Table 17 Summary of image sensor chip 

Technology 0.18m CMOS 

Supply voltage 1.8V 

Die size 3.1mm x 3.4mm 

# of Pixels 96H x 96V 

Pixel size 20m x 20m 

Fill factor 64.625 % 

Maximum frame rate (continuous mode) 10508 fps 

Readout rate 96 M pixels/sec 

Full well capacity 121ke- 

Linearity 93.56% 

ADC resolution 8.2bits 

Due to the time limit, the test results of ADC are not provided here. The test result 

will help improving the performance of image sensors. Apart from testing, several 

techniques should be applied to reduce noise and power with increased image accuracy. If 

possible, the pinned photodiode is preferable. It has low dark current, high conversion gain 

and high sensitivity. What’s more, a 12b ADC is desirable to achieve high image accuracy. 

If the test result shows that the 10b ADC works well, the same structure will also be applied 

to the 12b ADC. Higher resolution will definitely come with more power. Therefore, the 

low power technique should be found out. CDS technique should also be implemented. It 

will effectively reduce the noise from pixel circuit. Finally, the on-chip calibration can be 

used in the image sensor, greatly reducing the fixed pattern noise[64, 65]. The method 

discussed above will further improve the performance of image sensor.   
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